Density and bulk modulus variations in an acoustic earth are separately recoverable from standard reflection surveys by utilizing the amplitude-versus-offset information present in the observed wave fields. Both earth structure and a variable background velocity can be accounted for by combining the Born and WKBJ approximations, in a "before stack" migration with two output sections, one for density variations and the other for bulk modulus variations.
INTRODUCTION
In seismic reflection data, there are basically two sources of information about the subsurface: traveltimes and amplitudes. Traveltimes of the various wavefronts in the wave field generally provide information about the low-spatial frequency components (the background) of the medium parameters. Amplitudes of the wavefronts, on the other hand, are most sensitive to the high-spatial frequency components (the reflectivity). The two types of information sample different aspects of the medium. The amplitude variations here are used to determine fine-scale variations in the density and modulus, and it will be assumed that the background can be determined by independent means. The field experiment necessary to provide data for the method is a "standard" (or perhaps slightly superstandard) reflection survey with multiple offset coverage.
Our basic approach is similar to that of Cohen and Bleistein (1977, 1979) , Phinney and Frazer (1978) , and Raz (1981) . We use a Born approximation of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation to develop a forward equation relating the surface data to a scattering potential. The scattering potential is an operator which depends upon the medium parameters and essentially represents the reflectivity of the medium. The details of this approach are outlined in the second section of the paper.
The use of the Born approximation will entail several assumptions about the nature of the medium and the wave phenomena to be modeled. First, the Born approximation is limited to primary subcritical reflections only. Also, since it is based on a perturbation of the true medium about the background variations, it is necessary to be able to construct accurate solutions for the background variations. We use the WKBJ solutions for the backgtound (as discussed in the third section).
The remaining sections of the paper deal with the inverse problem. In the fourth section, an inversion scheme is presented for the case when the background variations are assumed constant.
In this case, the problem may be cast in the Fourier domain where the observed wave field can be algebraically related to variations in the medium parameters.
The inverse problem in a laterally varying medium is treated in the fifth section. It is shown that a "before stack" migration of the data essentially removes the effects of the variable background, and the remainder of the inversion proceeds as in the constant background case. A special case of this, where the background variation is strictly depth dependent, is given in the final section. This case is of interest because the WKBJ Green' s operators are analytical.
We will assume the source used in the experiment is bandlimited. This usually causes problems with inversion methods because at some point in the inversion scheme, the source has to be deconvolved. This, of course, can only be successfully done within a limited passband, and attempts to invert data outside this passband will usually cause instabilities. We will bypass this prob- lem by only reconstructing the parameter variations within a limited spatial frequency range. We will also assume that the sources and receivers used in our experiment have no spatial extension (i.e., they are "points") and are of infinite aperture (that is, for a given source, receivers cover the whole of the earth' s surface, and vice versa). This, of course, does not conform to current practice, and we acknowledge that some more analysis is required to establish the correspondence between our experiment and that actually performed.
Finally, we assume that the amplitude information in the data is retained. Since we are not attempting here to unite the rapid earth parameter variations with the slow ones, it is not necessary to know the absolute amplitude of the data. However, if we are to sort density from modulus variations, we must know accurately how amplitude varies with offset and, perhaps less accurately, how it varies with time
THE FORWARD SCATTERING EQUATION
In this section we derive the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for acoustic problems. The Born approximation of this equation will lead to a simple relationship between the observed data and the scattering potential.
The derivation starts with the linear isotropic acoustic wave equation LP= ( $+v.b P=O, P > where P is the pressure field, K is the bulk modulus, and p is the density. For development of the equivalent theory based on the elastic wave equation, see Clayton (1981) . Associated with the wave operator L is the Green' s operator or resolvent, which we formally define as' (Taylor, 1972, p 
There are actually many Green' s operators that satisfy equation (2). They are distinguished from one another by the manner in ' To express an operator in the abstract, we use a symbol without arguments (e.g., G) to represent the entire set of values the operator can assume. To perform calculations, we need to look at the individual elements of the set, which will be represented by the symbol with arguments [e.g., t&V fs Ix,, z,; w)] where the left set of coordinates is the observation pomt (xg, zg), the right set is the source point (x,, z,), and w is the frequency. which the inverse of L is evaluated. If we replace -w2 in equation (1) with (-iw + E)~ and consider L to be a function of the variable E, then we can define two independent Green' s operators 
The Born series is an expansion of the right-hand side of equation (7) 
In this section we are constructing a model for the observed data, so it is appropriate to use the exploding Green' s operators (G' and CT). In Figure 1 the Born series and the Born approximation are represented in terms of Feynman diagrams. According to this figure, if the source and receiver are above the scattering points, then the Born approximation models only the direct wave and primary reflections, while the next two terms include the effects of transmission and first-order multiples.
inverse problem of finding al and u2 from measurements of D on the surface.
The suitability of the Born approximation depends upon how well the reference Green' s operator models the direct wave between any two points in the medium. If it is a good approximation, then the higher order terms have the interpretation given in Figure 1 . Thus it is clear what physical effects we are neglecting by omitting the higher order terms. If the reference Green' s operator is a poor approximation to the direct wave, then the higher order terms contain corrections for the direct wave. In this case the series is very inefficient to sum up, and the suitability of the Born approximation is doubtful.
For acoustic problems, the scattering potential is simply the difference of the wave operators in equations (1) and (5) ,"="2(=J+v-(;-;)v.
(10) For convenience, we will introduce the dimensionless medium parameters (11) where a1 represents the spatial variations in bulk modulus relative to the reference modulus, and a2 represents the variations in density. For the remainder of the paper, we will consider al and a2 as the medium variations and not worry about reconstructing the actual modulus and density variations from them. With these definitions the scattering potential becomes V(x, 2) = w "?+v .a2v, (12) r
Pr
The presence of derivatives in equation (12) represents a departure from basic scattering theory, in which V is a simple function of the spatial variables rather than a differential operator. As it turns out, however, the structure of V will not greatly complicate the problem.
The observations of the wave field response are made on the horizontal surface (z, = zg = 0). In the following we will take the earth to be two-dimensional (2-D), making occasional note of the (straightforward) extensions to three-dimensions (3-D). In the 2-D problem, the response is a function of the receiver location xg , the source location x,, and frequency. 
Equation (13) is a forward equation in the sense that given the parameter variations al and ua, the observed data wave field can be computed. Henceforth, we will be concerned with the
WKBJ SOLUTIONS FOR THE DIRECT WAVE
The suitability of the Born approximation depends upon how well the reference Green' s operator models the direct wave in the medium. Since the effects of reflections, transmissions, and multipathing are best handled by the Born series itself (Stolt and Jacobs, 1980), we can ignore these effects when constructing the reference Green' s operator. This makes the solution for the direct wave a candidate for the WKBJ approximation.
To 
We now assume that al(x, z) and az(x, z) are zero for z < 0. This will allow us to drop the absolute signs in equation (24) because V(x' , z' ; w) will be zero for z' < 0. Actually, removing the absolute signs will mean that any scatterers located above the datum plane z = 0 will only contribute to D in negative time This point is discussed further in the next section. Using the definition (12) of V and integrating equation (24) 
In the space domain, these substitutions correspond to a midpoint (x,) and a half-offset (xh) defined as The necessity for the restriction lies in the fact that the Born approximation as used in this paper is not adequate in the evanescent zone. This restriction is sufficient to avoid both evanescent zones in equation (30), and to avoid turning points in both the up-and downgoing paths by keeping both qg and qs strictly negative in equations (32) and (33). In practice, the finite range of offsets attainable for a given experiment will likely impose a more severe restriction than equation (41). If the range of offsets is too small, the restrictions on usable kh may be so severe that al cannot be distinguished from a2. In this case the determinant of the matrix in equation (40) approaches zero.
Thus far we have been concerned with the 2-D problem which has line sources and receivers. The full 3-D problem with point sources and receivers is only slightly different. In the usual seismic experiment, the data are recorded with (assumed) point sources and receivers, but along a line on the free surface. In the Appendix, results presented in this section are modified for this case.
INVERSION WITH A VARIABLE BACKGROUND
For a realistic earth model, we must assume that the background parameters will vary from one location to another. If we ignore this variation as we did in the previous section, then the inversion scheme will locate the parameter variations incorrectly. For-tunately, if the background variations are known, their effects may be removed from the inversion problem by a downward continuation. This step is actually a "before stack" migration of data prior to the inversion.
The migration is based on the representation integral over a closed surface S. If we assume that P is a solution to the wave equation L,P = -F, where F is a volume source and Gi are the_ Green' s operators associated with Lr. then the representation integral is5 R-(x) = \ ds G;(x ) s)T(s)P(s), 
To obtain this result, assume that PL is upgoing at S, since it was created by sources beneath S,, and similarly Pu is downgoing at S,. For x close enough to S,, and for reasonable angles of propagation, the WKBJ Green' s operator GF (x 1 S,) can be thought of as a constant velocity Green' s operator. It is then easy to demonstrate that the surface integral R,(x) recreates the portion of P(x) which was upgoing at S,. The Green' s operator G; loses the downgoing part because Pu(x) reaches x after S,. With this result, equation (44) 
We are now in a position to invert the data for the scattering potential. First we define the migrated wave field M at depth z to be the zero time component of the downward continued field. 
